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§1. Introduction.

A symplectic structure w on a manifold M provides the one-to-one correspondence

between closed 1-forms and infini tesimal automorphisms of (M, w), i.e. vector fields X

satisfying L.xW = O. An infinitesimal automorphism X is called a. Hamiltonian vect'or

field, if it corresponds to a exact l~form. A symplectomorphism ep on M is called exact, if

it is the time 1 map of a time-depending Hamiltonian vector field. In fact, one can find a.

periodic Hamiltonian function such that r.p is the time 1 map of the Hamiltonian system.

For each symplectomorphism ep isotopic to the identity through symplectomorphisms, oue

ean assign a cohomology class Cal(ep), which is called the Calabi invariant of r.p. Banyaga

[B] showed that r.p is exact if and only if Cal( r.p) = O. The Arnold conjecture states

that the number of fixed points of an exact symplectomorpbism on a compaet syrnplectic

manifold ean be estirnated below by the surn of the Betti numbers of M provided that

a11 the fixed points are non-degenerate. Arnold came to this conjecture by analysing the

case that r.p is elose to tbe identity (see [AJ). If r.p is the time 1 map of a time-independent

Hamiltonian vector field corresponding to a Morse function f which is C~-small, the fixed

points eoincides with the critical points of fand the conjecture ia verified in this case,

which is nothing hut the Morse theory.

There are many partial resuIts in the Arnold conjeeture. A great progress was done

by Floer, who combined the variational approach (see [C-Z]) and theory of pseudü

holomorphic curves due to Gromov and proved the Arnold conjeeture for monotone'

symplectic manifolds [Fl]. He developed an analogue of the Morse theory for the ac

tion funetional on the loop space and led to the notion of Floer homology. The Arnold

conjecture is derived from the fact that the Floer homology group is isomorphie to the

ordinary homology group of M. Recently, Hofer and Salamon [H-S] define the Floer ho

mology group for a wider dass of symplectic manifolds (which are called weakly monotone

sympleetie manifolds). An almost complex strueture J on M is calibrated by w, if

(1.1 )

defines a Riemannian rnetric on M. J is defined unique up to homotopy and we denote

Cl = cl(M) the first ehern class oi the almost complex manifold (M, J). (M,w) is ca11ed

monotone, if the evaluation of Cl on 1r~(M) is positively proportional to the one of w.

The condition of weak monotonicity [H-S] implies the non-existence of J-holomorphic

spheres with negative Chern number for a generic J. Hofer and Salamon computed the

Floer homology in the case that (M,w) is monotone, or cl(.".~(M)) = 0, or the minimal

ehern numher is at least half of the dimension of M, and verified the Arnold conjecture in
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these eases. Later, the seeond author defined the "modified Floer homology group" and

verified the eonjeeture for weakly monotone sympleetie manifolds. However we do not

know whether the Floer homology group defined by Hofer and Salamon and the modified

Floer homology group eoincide or not.

In this note, we eonsider an analogue of the Arnold eonjeeture for non-exaet sympleeto

morphisms isotopie to the identity through sympleetomorphisms. In the ease of non-exaet

sympleetomorphisms, the fixed point set may be empty. For example, an irrational rota

tion on an even dimensional torus with the standard sympleetie strueture preserves the

sympleetie form, however the fixed point set is empty. That ia tbe reason why we have to

eonsider the Novikov homology instead of the ordinary homology. The aim of tbis note

is to show the following:

Main Theorem. Let (M, w) be a closed sympleetic manilold which satisfies the /ollowing

condition

and il ..\ < 0, the minimal Chern number N > n - 3. Suppose'P is a symplectomorphism

on (M, w) which is isotopic to the identity through symplectomorphisms. 11 all the fixed

points 0/ 'P are non-degenerate, the number 0/ fixed points 01'P is at least the sum 0/ the

Betti numbers 01 the Novikov homology over Z2 associated to the Calabi invariant 01 'P.

It is well·known tbat Novikov bomology groups are isomorphie for almost all eohomol

ogy dass in BI (M; R) ancl the rank of this group is minimal in the dass of Novikov

homology groups assoeiatecl to a11 the eohomology dass in H1(M; R) (see Appendix 3).

Henee we get the estimate of the number of fixed points in terms of Novikov homology

of generie I-forms. We reduee tbe problem to the one eoneerning the I-periodie solutions

of a periodic Hamiltonian system and define the Floer homology in this setting. The

argument in [Fl],[H-S] yields that Floer homology groups are isomorphie under the defor

mation keeping the Calabi invariant eonstant. However we have to eonsider deformations

ehanging the Calabi invariant in order to eompute it. To apply the weak eompaetness

argument, necessary is the estimate of the energy funetional for solutions of "ehain ho

momorphism" equation. This is done for speeifie deformations with the help of a variant

of the Palais-Smale eondition (§5).

This note also eontains Appendiees. The first one is eoneerning the dassifieation of

loops in a sympleetic manifold under sympleetomorphisms. We prove that two embedded
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contractible loops are congruent under a time 1-map of a time-dependent Hamiltonian flow

if and only if the Poincare integral invariant of them coincide. The second one contains

a proof of a fact, which is needed in the computation of the Floer homology groups (see

also [H-S]). The third one is a note on Novikov homology theory. Since it seems difficult

to find a reference containing proofs, we give proofs for the sake of completeness.

Acknowledgement: This work is carried out during both authors' stay at the Max

Planck-Institut für Mathematik, Bonn. They thank its hospitality and financial support.

Thanks are also to Le Tu Quoc Thang, who gave them aseries of lectures, had fruitful

discussion on the Novikov homology theory, and wrote Appendix 3 with them, Dietmar

Salarnon for helpful discussion and comments on the preliminary version, and Nguyen

Tien Zung for his improvement of the proof of Proposition A1.3 in Appendix 1.

§2. Calabi invariant and a variational approach.

Given a symplectic form w on M there is an isomorphism (f) from the space of vector

fields to the space of differential forms on M:

~(V)(W) = -w(V, W). (2.1)

Let 91 be an element of the identity component Di~M of the symplectomorphism group

and {9tl a path connecting the identity element and 91. We define the vector field Dt(gt)

by

D,(g,)(x) = (~g,)(g;lx).

Clearly, <I-(Dt(gd) are closed differential forms. Recall that gl is said to be an exact

symplectomorphism if all (f)(Dt(gt)) are exact I-farms. The flux homomorphism (f) from-the universal cover Diff3M to H I (M, R) is defined a.s follows (see [B]):

(f) (g-l) = [J ~(Dt (gt )) dt].

This homomorphism was first considered by Calabi and we ca.ll the image cI>(g) the Calabi-invariant of an element 9 E Diff2M. Passing to the group Di.tJ2M the Calabi invariant

of a symplectomorphism on M is an element of the quotient H 1(M,R)/r, where r is the

image of the subgroup 1f1 ( Di.tJ2M) (which is identified wi th the kernel of the proj ection-from Diff3M to Di.tJ2M) under the homomorphism cI>. It is known ([B], see also Lemma

2.1) that r is a discrete subgroup in HI(M, R) if and only if the subgroup of exact

symplectomorphisms is closed in Di~M. Kählerian manifolds, or more generally, any
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symplectic manifold M such that the multiplication by wn - 1 induces an isomorphism

from H 1(M,R) to H 2n-l(M,R), are such examples [B].

Deformation Lemma 2.1. Let [0] E H 1(M, R) be the Calabi invariant 01 an element

91' Then there exists a smooth path {gd in Di~M, joining the identity element I d and

g], and a periodic Hamiltonian Ht on M such that ~(Dt(gt)) = 0 +dHt lor all t.

Proof First, we show that we can choose a path gt connecting the identity element and

91 such that all the cohomology dass of Ot = ~(Dt(9t)) is [0] and Bo = 01 , Put

1

V(x) = JDt(9:)(X) dt.
o

Let Gt(x) be the one-parameter subgroup of symplectomorphisms generated by the vector

field V(x): Gt = exptV. Then the Calabi invariant for the path gt . G- t is zero. It is

known that there exists a smooth path Pt in the subgroup of exact symplectomorphisIDs,

DiffexM, such that Po = I d, PI = 91 . G-1 (see [B]). By reparametrizing the parameter

t, we mayassurne that Pt is constant around 0 and 1. Now let us consider the path

9'(t) = Pt . Gt, so we have g~ = Id,g~ = gl. We obtain

(2.2)

From (2.2) we obtain that the form <p(Dt(g'(t))) = Bt is of the same cohornology dass [B]

for all t. Let Pt be as above. Then <P(Dt(pt)) is the differential dHt for a smooth function

H t on M. Now, the periodicity condition 80 = BI is equivalent to the following:

dHo + «I>(V) = dG~(dH.) +«I>(V). (2.3)

Since Pt is constant around 0 and 1, dHo = dHl = 0, i.e. Ho and H1 are constant

functions. Hence (2.3) holds. Consequently, we have that H1 = Ho + a, where a is some

constant. Now put H; = H t + 'Ij;(t), where e(O) = 0; 'Ij;(1) = -a and 'Ij;'(0) = 'Ij;'(l) = O.

Then the path 9t associated with Bt = 8 + dH; satisfies the condition of Deformation

Lemma. 0

With the help of our Deformation Lemma we reduce the problem of finding fixed points

of a symplectomorphism 9 to a variational problem on the loop space 'c(M). Suppose

that 9 is given by the following equation:
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where Ot satisfy the eondition in Deformation Lemma. Clearly, tbe fixed points of gare

in 1-1 eorrespondenee with the I-periodie solutions of tbe following differential equation

x(t) = Xo(t, x(t)), (2.4)

where X o = ~-] (0). (It is easy to see that ~-I (0) = JVPo where Po is a loeal primitive

of the closed I-form 0.) The set P(0t} of I-periodie solutions of (2.4) eoineide with the

eritieal points set (Le. the zero set) of the following closed I-form dAo on J:..(M):

(2.4')

The (minus) gradient ftow for the multi-valued funetional Ao is defined by the following

equation.
ßu ßu

ßJ,o(u) = ßs + J(u)(fjt - Xo(u)) = 0, (2.5)

where U is a mapping R x SI -4 M. For a solution u of (2.5) we define its energy as

follows.
00]

I//ßu ßuE(u) = 2 (I ßs 12 +lat - Xo(t, u)12
) dtds.

-00 0

(2.6)

As in the ease of exact sympleetomorphisms, the spaee of the solution (2.5) with the

bounded energy is the space of eonneeting orbits, that is, lim,,_±oo u(s, t) = x±(t) where

x±(t) are periodie solutions of (2.4).

We will restrict ourselves in the component of contractible loops on M. For the sake

of simplicity, henceforth, we also denote the latter space by J:..(M). We construct an

associated covering space EM such that the action functional Ao on this eover is well

defined function. Consider the following comrnutative diagram.

iM j J:..M e
---+ --4

1ft in
iM j

J:..M e
--4 --4

M

1~
M

Here M denotes the eovering space of M associated to the period homomorphism of 8,

10 : 1rI (M) ~ R. This means that the covering transformation group is isomorphie to the

quotient group

Furthermore, e denotes the evaluation map: x(t) ~ x(O), and j denotes the projection

from the covering space EM of J:..M associated to the action of homomorphims rPCl' rPw:
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1r1(M) ~ R. This means that the covering transformation group is isomorphie to the

quotient group

f
2

= 1r2(M) .
ker 4JCI n ker tPw

An element of iM is represented by an equivalence dass of pairs (i, u), where x is a loop

in M and u is a disk in M bounding x. A pair (x, ü) is equivalent to (y, v) if and only

if x = y and the values of 4Jc l and 4Jw are zero for uU(-v), where u = 7I'"{u),v = 7I'"{v)
(see {H-SD. Hence, the covering transformation group of iM ~ l,M is the direet sum

f=f1 ffif2 :

(2.7)

(2.8)

where A1 is any representative of 92 in 1r2(M). (Geometrically, u is a disk bounded by

x E l,M. By the homotopy lifting property, there exists a unique disk u E M bounded

by X. The second homotopy groups of M and M are same, so we consider 92 as a s·phere

in M and # denotes the connected sum of 2-spheres with the bounding disk (see {H-SD).

Namely we get the following

Lemma 2.2. The group f is commutative. We have

where gi denotes its image in the group f.

Since the I-rorms 0h tESt, satisfy the condition in Deformation Lemma there exists

aperiodie Hamiltonian Ht on M such that dHt = 1r*Ot. Clearly, the time-dependent

Hamiltonian flow on M generated by H t is the pull-baek from the original symplectic flow

on M. In particular, the set of contractible periodic solutions P{Ht ) is the set 7I'"-l{P{Ot)).
Furthermore, 'P{H) = j-1P{Ht ) is the critical point set of the following functional

1

Ajf{{x, uD = - Ju*w +JH{t, x{t)) dt.
D 0

We now consider on iM the space of connecting orbits ü : R x SI ~ M satisfying the

lifted equation :

and the condition:

_ 8ü 8u _
8 -tu) = - +J(u)(- - x-tu)) = 0,

J,H 8s 8t H

lim U(8, t) = [x±{t), ü±]
6-±OO

[-+ --11-] _ [-+ -+]x ,u "u - x ,u .

(2.9.1 )

(2.9.2)

(2.9.3)
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The paths in {'M are in one-to-one corerespondence with the paths on the covering space

iM modulo the action of r~ (see condition (2.9.3)). Consequently, for these connecting

orbits .we have the following energy identity (cL [H-S], [S-Z]):

(2.10)

where ü is a mapping from R X SI ~ M.

§3. Transversality and compactness.

From now on, we will deal with a weekly monotone symplectic manifold M, i.e. M

satisfies w(A) ~ 0 for any A E 7r~(M) with 3 - n ~ cI(A) < 0 [H-S], and a generic

abnost complex structure J calibrated by w. This condition yields the non-existence of J

holomorphic spheres of negative ehern number. Moreover, denote by M k ( c; J) the set of

all points x E M such that there exists a non-constant J-holomorphic sphere v : S2 -+ M

such that CI(V) :S k, w(v) ~ Cand x E v(S~), then the set Mo(oo; J) is a subset of M of

codimension 4, and the set MI(oo; J) is a subset of codimension 2 [H-S].

All transversality and compactness theorems in this section can be easily obtained by

the same arguments in [H-S].

Given auy smooth periodic I-from Bt = (} + dHt we denote by Us(0d the set of all

periodic I-forms B+dH: with IIH: - Ht Ile < 8, where the norm Ilhlll! is defined a.s follows:
00

11 hlll! = E ~kllhllck(slxM).
k=O

Here Ck > 0 is a sufficiently rapidly decrea.sing sequence [F2].

Theorem 3.1. There is adense subset 8 0 C Us(Bd such that the following holds for

Bt E 8 0 •

(i) Every periodic solution x E P(Bt ) is non-degenerate.

(ii) x(t) f/. MI(oo; J) for every x E P(B t ) and every t E R.

Theorem 3.1 is obtained by applying the Sard-Smale theorem to certain Banach manifolds.

More precisely, for the proof of (i) we consider the Hilbert manifold 8 of contractible W 1,2

loops x : SI -+ M, and the bundle E -+ B whose fibre at x E B is the Hilbert space of

L2-vector fields along x. Let the section :F : B x Us(Bt ) -+ E be defined by

:F(x,°+ dH:) = x- XO+dH;(t, x).

•
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The differential d:F(x,O + dHD is onto [H-S]. Hence :F intersects the zero section of e
transversally. Thus, the set

P = {(x, 0') E B x Us(O) \:F(x, O~) = O}

is a separable infinite dimensional Banach manifold. A periodic form B~ = B+dH; E Us(Bt )

is a regular value of the projection P --+ Us(Bt ) onto the second factor if and only if

every periodic solution x E P(O:) is non-degenerate. By the Sard-Smale theorem the set

8' E U6( Bt ) is generic in the sense of Baire. 0

To prove (ii) we consider the evaluation map

where M,(A; J) denotes the moduli space of simple J-holomorphic spheres realizing ho

mology dass A E H'J(M, Z), and G is the automorphism group PGL'J(C), It is shown

that the evaluation map et : P --+ M: (x, Bt ) I--J' x(t), is a submersion for every t E SI

[H-S]. Therefore, the map ez,t is transversal to the diagonal ßM in M x M. Hence the

space

N = {[v, z], t, x, Bt \v(z) = x(t), (x, Bt ) E P}

is an infinite dimensional Banach submanifold of M,,(Aj J) Xa x S2 x SI xP of codimension

2n. The projection

is a Fredholm map of Fredholm index 2Cl(A) - 3. Applying the Sard-Smale theorem

we obtain that the set 8(A) of regular values of the above projection is of the second

category in the sense of Baire. Denote 8 0 the intersection of 8' with naEr6(A), where r
is countable set of integral (and spherical) 2-homology dasses in M, for which cl(A) ~ 1.

Then 8 0 is the desired set in Theorem 3.1. 0

By the previous theorem there exists a periodic I-form Bt = B+ dHt in a prescribed co

homology dass [B] such that all contractible I-periodic solution of (2.4) are non-degenerate

and do not intersect the set MI (00, J). Choose disjoint compact neighborhoods UI, . .. ,Um

C SI X M of the graphs of the finitely many contractible periodic solutions of (2.4). We

denote by V6(Btl the set of all periodic I-forms Bt = () + dH; with lIH; - Htll c < 8 and

H; = Ht on Vj for j = 1, ... , m. If fJ > 0 is sufficiently small then there are no con

tractible I-periodic solution of (2.4) outside the set Vj for O~ E Vs(Bt ). For an element
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[x, Ü] E P(H), we assign an integer p([x, uD, which is called the Conley-Zehnder index

[H-S] ,[S-Z].

Theorem 3.2. There is a generic set 8 1 c Vs(Ot) containing 0t such that the Jollowing

holds for O~ E 6 1 ,

(i) The space M([x-, ü-], [i+, ü+]; 0;, J) of solutions 0/ (~.9.1), (~.9.~) and (~.9.9) is a fi
nite dimensional manifold for all [i±, u±] E P(OD. The dimension is given by Jl([x-, u-])
p([x+, ü+]).

(ii) u(s,t) fI, Mo(oojJ) for every u E M([x-,ü-],[x+,ü+];O~,J) with Jl([x-,ü-])

p([x+, ü+]) ~ 2 and every (s, t) E R X SI.

The proof of Theorem 3.2 is also obtained by applying the Sard-Smale theorem to

certain Banach manifolds [H-S]. For the proof of (i) we consider the Banach manifold B
of W l

,p maps u : R X SI -+ M, p > 2, whose limit are periodic solutions x± of (2.4). Let

e -+ B be the bundle whose fihre at u E B is the Banach space of LP-vector fields along

u. Define the section :F : B x Vs( Ot) -t e as followB

,8u 8u
:F(u,Ot) = -8 + J(u)(-8 - X(JI(t, u)).s t t

The linearized operator of .:F(u, OD coincides with the one of the similar operator in [H-S] .

Further arguments in [H-S] can be repeated word by word here. 0

In the following we consider the lifted Hamiltonian system on M. Note that the equation

(2.9.1) is invariant under translations in s-variable. We denote the quotient space hy

M([x-, ü-], [x+, u+]; H, J)/R.

Theorem 3.3. Suppose that J and Ot are regular (in the sense of Theorem 9.1 and Theo

rem 9.~). ThenM([x-,u-],[x+,u+]jH,J)/R is compact, ifp([x-,u-])-p([x+,ü+]) = 1.

M ([X- , fi-], [x+ , ü+] j H, J) /R is compact 'Up to splitting into two elements in

M ([x-, ü-], [i, v]; H, J)/R and M([z, v], [x+, fi+]j H, J)/R, if jl([x-, ü-]) -p([x+, u+]) =

2.

Remark 9.{ For the proof of Theorem 3.3 (in the case of exact Hamiltonian) Hofer

and Salamon use the uniform lower bound of the energy for holomorphic spheres and

connecting orbits. They prove the existence of such bounds by bubbling analysis (Gro

mov's compactness theorem). Alternatively, we can use the (explicit) lower estimate for

the volume of (globally) minimal cycles in a compact Riemannian manifold [L] to esti

mate the energy of holomorphic spheres. Using Cauchy integral inequality one can obtain
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lower bounds for energy of connecting orbits in terms of the distances between p~riodic

solutions. More precisely, we define a distance p(x(t), y(t)) between loops x(t) and y(t)

by

co 1 a
inf{ JJla:ldtds lu: R X SI -+ M,u(-oo,t) = x(t),u(oo,t) = y(t)}.

-co 0

Clea.rly p(x(t), y(t)) 2: J~ dist(x(t), y(t)) dt 2: mint dist(x(t), y(t)), where "dist" denotes

the Riemannian distance on M. If CO-distance maxt dist(x(t), y(t)) ~ RM (injective

radius of M), then p(x(t), y(t)) ~ maxt dist(x(t), y(t)). Given a finite number of periodic

solutions Xi(t) of (2.4) let ndenote the minimum of the distance between Xi(t) and Xj(t),

i f= j.

Lemma 3.5. Given a positive e < min{R(M),1i/2} there exists a number c(e) > 0

depending on 8t such that

E (u) 2: c(e)(1i - 2e)

for any connecting orbit u on M, satisfying (2.5), whose limits as s tends to ±oo are

different periodic solutions of (11:4).

Proo! Denote Bi(e) the neighborhood of Xi(t) which consists of loops whose distance p

to Xi(t) is less than or equal to e. Let B(e) = UBi(e). By the Palais-Smale condition (see

Lemma 5.1 below) there exists c(e) > 0 such that the following inequality holds such that

outside of B(e) we have

Ilx(t) - X 91 (x(t))llv ~ c(er~· (3.1)

Suppose u is a connecting orbit from Xi(t) to xi(t). Since lim u(s,.) (in CO-sense) a.re
6-±CO

periodic solutions Xi(t) and Xj(t), we obtain

Claim 3.6. There exist number R- and R;+ such that

i) u(R-, t) E Bi(e), u(s, t) f/. Bi(e) for all s > R-,

ii) u(R+, t) E Bi(e) u(s, t) f/. Bj(e) for all s < R+.

We observe that

R+ 1 R+ ( 1 ) ~
E(u) ~1! I~:I~ dt ds =1 ! lu(s,t) - Xo,(u(s,t)Wdt ds.
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Applying Cauehy's inequality we get

jI;,(s, t) - Xe, (u(s, t))12 dt dS) 2

Taking (3.1) and Claim 3.6 ioto account we get

R+ 1

E(u)? C(E:) J J1::12 dt ds.
R- 0

Onee again applying Cauehy's inequality, we get

R+ 1

E(u) ? C(E:) JJI:: 1dt ds ? C(E:)(p(Xi(t), Xj(t)) - 2E:).
R- 0

§4. Floer homology.

o

In this seetion we define Floer homology of fixed points of a sympleetomorphism isotopie

to the identity and prove its invariance under exact deformations. As a result, if two

symplectomorphisms have the same Calabi invariant then the assoeiated Floer homology

groups are isomorphie. We will deal with the covering space EM.
In the paper [S-Z], Salamon and Zehnder use the Conley-Zehnder index (which they

also eall the Maslov index) of a non-degenerate eontraetible periodic solution as a natural

grading for the Floer eomplex. Remember that the Conley-Zehnder index of a contraetible

periodie solution x(t) bounding a disk u depends only on the trivialization of the induced

eomplex bundle u·rM and the linearized flow along x(t). Therefore, the Conley-Zehnder

index of a periodie solution [x, ü] E lM is r 1 invariant, that is Jl([x, u]) = Jl(g . [x, u])
for any gEr1. Reeall that r1 is the covering transformation group of M. This Conley

Zehnder index satisfies the following identities (cf. [8-Z], [H-S]).

Jl([X, A#u]) - Jl({X, uD = -2Cl(A), (4.1)

dirn M([x-, u-], [x+, u+]; H, J) = fL([X-, u-]) - Jl([x+, ü+]). (4.2)

As we have seen, the Conley-Zehnder index of a periodic solution x(t) is well-defined up to

modulo 2N : Jl(x(t)) E Z/2N, where N is the minimal ehern number. Later on we also

say Jl(x(t)) = k E Z that means that there is abounding disk U x such that Jl([x, ux ]) = k.

Denote by 'Pk(lI) the subset of all periodic solutions [x, ü] with Jl([x, u]) = k. Consider

the chain complex whose k-th ehain group Ck(H) consists of all the formal sums L ~(i,ü] •
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(4.3)

[x, u] , [X, U] E Pk ( H), ~[x,ti] E Z~h satisfying that the set ([x, üll~[x,ti] # 0, Ai/([x, ü]) > c}

is finite for all cER.

Let r o be the following subgroup of f 1 ,

ker 4>C)
ker <PC) n ker 4>w •

Denote by As,w the completion of the group ring of f' c f over the field Z1 with respect

to the weight homomorphism Ws,,,,, = Is EB -rP"" : f' = f 1 EB f o -+ R, i.e. the set of all the

formal sum L'\A . 6A , '\A E Z2, such that {A E f'I'\A # 0, Ws,w(A) > c} is finite for all

cER. In fact, AB,w is a commutative algebra over Z2 without zero divisors.

Remark 4-1. If M satisfies the condition in Main Theorem, then r 0 is trivial and

As,w ~ Ao, where A8 is the Novikov ring a.ssociated to the closed I-form () (see Appendix

3). It is easy to see that in this case the arnbiguity of the Conley~Zehnder index of a

periodic solution x(t) can be controled. More precisely, if Jl(x(t)) = k(mod 2N) then

there exists abounding disk u x , which is unique up to the connected surn of an element

in r 1 , such that Jl([x(t), ux ]) = k.

The algebra AB,w acts on PM in the following way:

(,\ * ~)[x,ti] = E ..\g~go[x,ti].
gEr

We easily deduce the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. The chain group Ck(H) is a torsion-/ree module over the algebra AB,w' The

rank 0/ this module is the number 0/ contractible l-periodic solutions x E P((}t) with the

Conley-Zehnder index p(x) = k.

For a generator [x, u] in Ck(H), we define the boundary operator ak as folIows:

ak([x, u]) = E n1([X, u], [y, v])[y, v],
~(hi,iiD=k -1

where· n2([x, u], [y, v]) denotes the modulo 2-reduction of tbe number of elements in the

space M([x, ü], [Y, v]j H, J)/R. The weak compactness argument yields that ak is well

defined. To verify that ak([x, ü]) E Ck - 1 we can use compactness argument as in the

proof of Lemma 5.5 below or combine it with Lemma 3.5. In fact, let ak([x, ü]) =
Lgp,iEfl 9p,dxi, Üi], where Xi, i = {I,'" ,K}, is an arbitrary chosen Hft to M of a pe

riodic solution Xi E P(Bt ) and Üi is an arbitrary chosen bounding disk of Xi. We need
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to show that for any given c and i the set Sc = {gp,i IAjj (9p,dxi, tli]) > c} is finite. Tak

ing into account the energy identity (2.10) and Lemma 3.5 we get that the distance

p(X(t),9' Xi(t)), 9 E Sc is bounded. Hence for each i, there is only finite number of gE f 1

such that the coefficient of [9 . Xi, ü] in Bkx(t) is not zero and Aii([g . Xi(t), u]) > c. If f o

is trivial (e.g. M satisfies the condition in Main Theorem), then we are done. If not, we

use Gromov's compactness theorem to show that there is only finite number of homotopy

types of connecting orbits between x(t) and Xi(t) whose energy is bounded. 0

Since Bk is invariant under the action of r', we extend 8k as a Ae,w-linear map from

Ck(H) to Ck-1(H). Using gluing argument and the weak compactness argument, we also

deduce that 87. = O. The homology groups

are called the Floer homology groups of the quadrupIe (M, w, Ot, J) with the coefficients

in Z2. Obviously, they are a graded Ae.w-modules. The following theorem shows that

Floer homolog)' groups are invariant under exact deformations.

Theorem 4.3. For generic pairs (Or, Ja), (O~, Jß) such that Of = O~ +dft there exists a

natur~ Ae.w·module homomorphism

which preserves the grading by the Conley-Zehnder index. 1/ (Oi, J'Y) is any other such

pair then

Hr ß 0 HFßa = Hr a, HFaa = I d.

In particular, H Faß is a Ae,w-module isomorphism.

Proof The proof of Theorem 4.3 is carried out in the same way as in [F1], [H·S) (see also

the section 5 below). Namely, we construct a chain homomorphism with the help of the

"chain homomorphism equation" which is a 8-depending analogue of the connecting orbit

equation (2.9.1), (2.9.2), (2.9.3). Let O~,t denote a generic path connecting Or and of in

the fixed cohomology dass. More precisely, there is a 2-parameter family of functions H~.t

on M, such that

O~.t = ()~ + dH"t
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for s < -R,

for s > R.

To construct a chain homomorphism cjJa,ß : C.(()~, Ja) -+ C.(()~, Jß), we consider the

following equation
au Duas + J(u){ EJt - X St - XH"e} = 0 (4.4).

Here, the key problem is to control the energy of solutions uß,a(s, t) "connecting" two

periodic solutions [xa , ü cr ] and [xß, üß]. Let H be a Hamiltonian function on M such

that dH = tr*()f. Then H' = H + tr* ft satisfies dH' = tr·()~. Let [x, u-] E 15(H) and

[y, u+] E 1>(H'). We have the following inequality.

IE(u) - {Ai/([x, u-j) - Ai/'([:V, u+))}1 ::; j "E~~Sl la::"ld~
-00

for a solution u of (4.4) with lim.__oou(s,t) = tr(x) E p(()r), lim,,_oou(s,t) = tr(y) E

P(()~) and [y,u-~u] = [Y,u+]. Hence we have the weak-compactness of M(x,Y;()t +
dH",tl J,) and the argument in [H-S] yields Theorem 4.3. 0

§5. A variant of the Palais-Smale condition and continuation.

To compute the Floer homology groups we need to use deformations which change

the Calabi invariant. There arise two difficulties in proving the chain homomorphism

between the Floer homologies associated with different Calabi invariants: to contral the

energy of solutions of the "chain homomorphism equation", and to make it sure that the

chain homomorphism preserves the "finiteness condition" which arises in the definition

of the chain complexes. We overcome the first one by using a variant of the Palais-Smale

condition. We have to restrict aurselves to the case of symplectic manifolds satisfying the

condition in Main Theorem in order to avoid the second difficulty. First of all, we show

a variant of the Palais-Smale condition a.s folIows:

Lemma 5.1. Let Xj : SI -+ M be a sequence 0/ contraetible Wl,::I-loops in M. If

11 xj - X Be (xi) 11 L1 ten ds to 0 as j -+ +00, there exists a subsequenceJ which we also

denote by {j} such that Xi converges to a contraetib/e periodic solution X oo in CO-sense.

Proo! Without loss of generality, M is assumed to be embedded in RN for a sufficiently

large N and Xi E W 1,2(SI, RN) such that Im(xj) C M. Since M is compact and
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limj_oo 11 Xj(t)-X8e {Xj(t)) IID~= 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 11 Xj IIw1,2< C.

By the Rellich lemma, Xj converges to X oo in CQ-topology for 0 ~ a < 1/2, and X oo is the

weak-limit of Xj in W1,2(Sl, RN). In particular, Xoo E W1,2(81, RN).

Since Xj converges to X oo in CO-topology, X 8e (Xj) converges to X 8e {xoo ) in CO-topology.

Thus it is easy to see that

1 1

J(xoo(t), ep(t))dt = - J(XSt (xoo(t)), cp(t))dt

° 0

for auy cp E Coo{81
, RN), i.e. xoo(t) - XSt{xoo(t)) = 0 in L 2{81

, RN}. By the regularity

argument, X oo satisfies xoo(t) - XSt{xoo(t)) = 0 in c1asaical sense. Contractible loops Xj

converges to X oo in CO-topology, therefore X oo is a contractible loop. 0

For a generie periodie time-depending sympleetic veetor field X(}tl the set of periodie

solutions is finite. Let Xl,' .. ,X, be aH the eontractible periodie solutions and U1,' .. ,U,

tubular neighborhoods of the graphs of Xj in M x SI. The following lemma is a direct

consequence of Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.2. There exists c > 0 such thai 11 x- X St IIL2> c for any coniractible loop X

in M whose graph is not contained in either of Uj.

Let 7] be a c10sed I-form on M, p : M X SI ---+ M the projeetion to the seeond factor.

Sinee eaeh Xj ia eontraetible, the restrietion of p.7] to Uj ia exaet. Hence we ean find a

periodic family {7]:} of closed I-fofma on M whieh are eohomologous to 7] and vanishea on

Uj for any j. Let {O,} be a regular periodic family of closed 1-forms on M (see Theorems

3.1 and 3.2). Using perturbation of 7]t we also assurne that 0, +f' 7], is regular. Then we

ean show the following

Theorem 5.3. Suppose that M satisfies the condition in Main Theorem. For a periodic

family {7]d in the cohomology class 7] = Cal(Ot}, there exists 1i > 0 such thai

for f < Ti and . Moreover the above isomorphism is A8-linear.

To eonstruct a ehain homomorphism, we consider the following equation.

8u 8u
8s +J,,(u)( 8t - XS"e) = 0 (5.1)



with

and
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(Ja, Ba,t ) = (J, Bt) for 8 < -R,

(Ja, Ba,t) = (J',Bt + f1}t) for 8 > R,

17

Ba,t = Bt + 4>(8)f' TJt·

Here 4>(s) is a monotone smooth function on [-R, R] which vanishes near -Rand equals

to 1 near R.

Define the energy by
00 1 8

E(u) = JJIa~12dtd8.
-00 0

lf a solution u of (5.1) has finite energy, lim,,_±oo u(8, t) exist and

z- = lim u(s, t) E P(Bt ) }

z+ = '1~:(8, t) E P(Bt + f1}t)
a-oo

(5.2)

Using perturbation of Ja we assume that the path (Ja, Ba,t ) is regular (in the sense as

in the section 3), and moreover, we assume that J' is sufficiently elose to J such that

IJ" - J I(x) < EJ for all s, x and a positive EJ sma11 enough (whieh wi11 be specified later).

The f6110wing lemma contains a key estimate needed in our cornpactness argument.

Lemma 5.4. Let f be areal number such that lf . TJtl < c/3 for alt t. For a solution

Ü 01 (5.1) with (5.~) and the boundary condition [z+,u-~ü] = [.i+,u+], then E(ü) ~

3(Ai/~ ([z-, u-J) - Ai/, ([i+, u+])), where Ht is a Hamiltonian function on M such that

dHt = 1r-Ot.

Proof·

8A.... 1 8- a-
a8

HI
(üa ) = J(a:,J(a~ -X9, ))dt.

o

If U a = 1r 0 Ü" : SI ~ M factors through Uj ~ M for sorne j, X 111 = 0 along U a , hence we

get

If not, we have

8u 8u 8u 2 8u 8u au
(8s,J(ai- X9,)) ~1881 -1 88 1'l as -J(ai-Xot)1

(5.3)

(5.4)
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Since u satisfies (5.1) we get from (5.4)

8u 8u 8u 2 8u 8u
(88 ,J(ai - X 8t )) ~ 188 1-1 88 1' (lcP(8)' f71tl + IJ" - JI'lai - Xetl)· (5.5)

Dur assumption that Iif>(8) . f71t I~ c/3 yjelds

8u 8u 8u
IJ" - JI· lat - X Ot I = IJ" - JI . IJ. 88 + if>(8) . f71tl ::; 8(1 88 1+ c/3). (5.6)

Applying the Cauchy inequality to f~ I~~ Idt, we obtain from (5.5) and (5.6)

8A jj 8u 2 8u
&(ü,,) ~ (1 - 8) 11 88 Ilva - 11 88 IIL:I ·1(1 +8)c/3)j. (5.7)

Dur assumption and Lemma 5.2 implies 11 aU/88 IIL:I~ c. Now it is easy to verify the

following inequality
8u 2 8u c

1I 88 11L2 '("3 11 88 lIL:I -"3) > O.

Therefore, for 8 small enough (which depends only on c), we obtain

(1 - 8) 11 ~: lIi, - 11 ~: IIL' -1(1 +8)c/31 ~ ~ 11 ~: Ili, .
Combining (5.3), (5.7) and (5.8) yields the desired estimate. 0

(5.8)

Onee we get the uniform bound of the energy funetional, the weak-eompaetness holds.

In partieular, M(z-, z+j O",t, J,,) is a finite set if fl8 t (Z-) = flet+(fu(z+). We define a ehain

homomorphism 4> : C.(Ot, J) -+ C.(Ot + fl1t) as follows:

4>(i:) == L: m2(i:, y) . y,
JJ9t+fl'Jl (1i)=JJ9t (x)

where m2(i:, y) denotes the modulo 2-reduction of the eardinality of M(i:, fjj O",t, J,,). Now

we show that if>(x) E C.(H;).

Lemma 5.5. For each c and a jixed periodic 80lution y E P(H:) there is only finite

number 0/ elements gEr1 such that the coefficient 0/ 9 . fj in if>(x) is not zero and

Aji,(g . y) > c.
I

Proof The same argument in the proof of Lemma 5.4 yields that Aii/(z+) :::; Aii'(z-)-
I e

1/3 X E(Ü), where H: is a Hamiltonian funetion for 1r* (0, + f71'). In other words, AH' is
t

also a Liapunov funetion for the "flow" defined by equation (5.1). This inequality yields

that if 9 satisfies the eondition in Lemma 5.5 then the energy of the solution U of (5.1),

the lift of which to M joins x and 9 . fj, is uniformly bounded by c'. Assume the contrary,

i.e. there exists infinite number g, E r 1 satisfying the condition in Lemma 5.5. Then there
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exists infinite number of solutions iii of (5.1) on M such that lim Üi = X, lim tli = gi . fj
tJ--oo .-00

and E(Ui) < d. By Gromov compactness theorem, there exista a limit U OO ' Let goo be an

element in r 1 such that lim Üoo = goo . y. Pull back to M such that all ü" Üoo have x as
tI-OO

one of the ends. Then the other end of Ul, when I is sufficient large, is also goo . fj. We

arrive at the contradiction. 0

It is easy to see that cP ia invariant under the r I-action. By Lemma 5.5 we can extend if>

as a chain homomorphism of AB-modules C.(H) and C.(H;). The same argument yields

that if> is a AB-linear isomorphism. 0

§6. Floer homology and Novikov homology.

First of all, we reeall fundamental facts on Novikov homology. Let X be a closed

manifold and T/ a closed I-form on X. Denote 1r : X ---+ X the covering spaee associated

to the homomorphism I." : 1r)(X) ---+ R. Then there exists a function f : X ---+ R such

that 'fr.T/ = dl. For a generic Riemannian metric 9 on X, the gradient flow of / with

respect to 1f.g is of Morse-Smale type, and the Novikov complex C;'OV(T/,g) is defined in

the same way as the Morse complex (cf Appendix 3). CtT°V(7],g) is a graded module over

the Novikov ring A.". The homology group Nov.(T/,g) of C~01J(7],g) is called the Novikov

homology associated to 7]. In this note we consider only Novikov rings over Z2.

Fact 6.1. N DV. ( 11, g) does not depend on the ehoice 01 a Riemannian metne gwhich

makes the gradient flow 01 f being 0/ Morse·Smale type.

Fact 6.2. Nov.(T/) = Nov.(7],g) depends only on the projective class 0/ the eohomology

class 01 T/, i. e.

The following Fact (6.3) tells UB that the Novikov homology eao be computed from the

Morse complex C.(h) of 1f·h : X ---+ R.

Fact 6.3. Nov.(7]) = H.(C.(h) ~ A.,,).

The goal of this section is to show the following

Theorem 6.4. Let (M,w) be a symplectic manilold 0/ dimension 2n satislying the con-
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dition in Main Theorem. For a generic periodic Jamily {Bd 0/ c10sed 1-Jonns in a fixed

cohomology dass ('fJ] there exists a natural isomorphism

HFk(Bt,J) ~ E9 Novi+n(7])
i=k(mod 2N)

as graded A'1-modules.

Proo/.- For a generic pairs ({B~}, Ja) and ({B~}, Jß) with the same Calabi invariant,

HF.(B~,Ja) ~ HF.(B~,Jß) by Theorem (5.1).

In other words, the Floer homology does not depends on the choice of a generic pair

({Bt }, J) with the prescribed Calabi invariant 7]. We denote it by HF.( 'fJ). Theorem (5.4)

implies that

Let h be a Morse function on M. We can consider the action functional Ah : l(M) ~
R. Note that this is the pull-back of the action functional on l(M) in the case of exact

symplectomorphisms. We shall define a chain complex C.(1r-h, J). The chain group

consists of L a[.i:.ü] [x, ü], where surn is taken under the condition that x is a critical point

of tr·h and [x, ü] E l(M) satisfying the following finiteness condition: {(x, üJla(i,ü] =I
oand AJ([x, ü]) > c} is a finite set for any c. We choose h to be a sufficiently C2-small

function such that all periodic solution x(t) are precisely the critical points of h. Moreover

we assume that the critical points of hand the gradient trajectories with Hessian index

difference 1 do not intersect the holomorphic spheres of J with Chern number less than

or equal to 1. The following lemma yields that the boundary operator adepends only on

the gradient trajectories of h.

Lemma 6.5 [O,Corollary 4.2]. Let (M,w) be a closed sympleetic manilold 01 dimension

2n which satisfies the condition in Main Theorem or cl"I1f2(M) = O. Suppose h is a Morse

function on M. Then there exists a number r > 0 such that il u is a solution 0/ (2.9.1),

(2.9.!J) and (2.9.9) corresponding to the (time-independent) Hamiltonian rh, and besides,

jl(u) ~ 1 then u is independent 01 t.

We also have the non-degeneracy of the linearized operator for (2.9.1) at the gradient

trajectories of h (see Appendix 2). The boundary operator a is defined exactly same as

(4.3). We denote the homology group by HF_ (1r.h, J). Then as in the proof of Theorem
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(5.4), tbe fact that A j is a Liapunov funetion for (5.1) yields that

HF.(h,J) ~ HF.(f· 7]) for Ifl < n(O).

:n

Therefore HF. ('fJ) ~ HF. ([dh]). Now remember that tbe Conley- Zehnder index of tbe

pair [x(t), ur], where Ur is the unit element in f 2 , ia given by : p([x(t), ur]) = indh(x) - n
[S-Z, H·S]. Therefore the set of all x(t) with Conley-Zehnder index k coincides with the

set of all eritieal points x = x(t) of Morse index j = k(mod 2N). Taking Fact 6.3 ioto

account, the Lemma 6.5 implies that the Floer eomplex C.(dh, J) is isomorphie to the

Novikov eomplex C~01J(dh). 0

Theorem (6.4) implies our Main Theorem. 0

§7. An example.

By Th~rem A3.4 the Euler number of the Novikov homology corresponding to a free

abelian eovering over M is the same of the original manifold M. Henee, our theorem also

implies the Lefsehetz fixed point formula for sympleetomorphisms which are symplectically

isotopic to the identity. Here we will give a non-trivial example of symplectic manifolds

satisfying tbe eondition in the Main Theorem such that the surn of the Betti numbers of

the Novikov homology corresponding to aoy free abelian covering of M is greater than

the Euler nurnber of M. By Theorem A3.2 it suffiees to consider the maximal free abelian

covering M of M.

The following example of Fano 3-folds with non-vanishing odd Betti number was pointed

out to us by Keiji Oguiso. Let X k be the hypersurfaee in CP" defined by the equation

{x~ +... +x: = O}. Denote h the genera.tor of H 2 (CP\ Z). A direet calculation yields

Claim 7.1. The first Chern dass 0/ X k satisfies Cl = (5 - k)h lxk . 11 k ~ 3 the Betti

number b:3(Xk
) is non-zero.

Let Eg denote a Riema.nnian surface of genus 9 # O. We have 1l"2(Eg ) = 0 and any

non-degenerate 2-forrn W g on Eg is a symplectic form.

Claim 7.2. The product manilold (Xk X Eg,wx EB Wg), k # 5, is a symplectic mani/old

which 8atisfie8 the condition in Main Theorem. Further suppose that k ~ 3 and 9 ~ 2.

Then the sum 0/ the Betti number8 01 the maximallree abelian covering 01 X k x Eg 18

greater than the Euler number 0/ X k X Eg •
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Proof. The first statement is trivial. The maximal free abelian covering of X x Eg is

X x Eg where Eg denotes the maximal free abelian covering of Eg • Using Theorem A.3.4

it is easy to see that the Betti numbers of Eg are 0, 2g - 2, O. With the help of Claim 7.1

and Theorem A3.3 we obtain the second statement in Claim 7.2. In partieular, if k = 3

we have the Euler number of Xa x Eg = 12(g - 1) while the surn of its Betti numbers

equals 28(g - 1), if k = 4 we have the Euler number of X 4 x Eg = 112(g - 1) while the

surn of its Betti numbers equals 128(g - 1). 0

Thus, if k 2:: 3, k f. 5, and 9 2:: 2, the number of the fixed points of a symplectomorphism

f E Di~(Xk X Eg ) is greater than the Euler number of X k x Eg , provided that all the

fixed points are non-degenerate. In particular, if k = 3 (or k = 4, resp.) this number is

at least 28(g - 1) (or 128(g - 1), resp.).

§8. Concluding remarks

Ir Cl 1'Jf3(M) = 0 the Novikov ring AWtB changes when the cohomology dass 0 changes.

That is the main obstruction to the control of the "finiteness condition" , therefore, to the

construction of "ehain homomorphisms" l and to the computation of the corresponding

Floer homology groups. However, if the Calabi invariant is small enough we still have the

following theorem.

Theorem 8.1. Let (M,w) be a closed sympiectic mani/old and Cl 11r3(M) = O. There exists

€ > 0 such that i/ 1[0]] < ethen

Consequently, the SUffi 0/ ranks 0/ H F.(O) equals the one 0/ Nov.(O).

Here we suppose that M is provided with some Riemannian metric and the norm I[Bll
is defined as infimum of the norm of I-form B in this cohomology dass [0].

Proof. By Theorem 4.3 (invariance under exaet deformations) it suffiees to show that

for each regular periodic I-form Ot on M there exists a positive number r such that

HF.(r· Ot,J) ~ Nov.(O) ~A9 AB,w' First we observe that if Ctl1t:z(M) = 0 then the Floer

homology of a Morse-Smale funetion h whieh is C2 small enough is still weIl defined, and

moreover, it is isomorphie to the Morse homology group of h (that is isomorphie to the

homology group of M). The proof of this fact is similar to that one in the section 6 and

relies on Lemma 6.5. Now we lift the function h on the covering space M corresponding
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to the form O. By the same way as in the section 6 we define the Floer complex C.(h, J)

for the lifted function h. Further we choose T small enough so that the energy estimate

for the »chain homomorphism» solution u between H F. (h, J) and H F. (T • 0, )') holds (see

Lemma 5.4). Finally we compare the Floer homology H F.(h) with the Novikov homology

Nov.(O). Denote C.(h) (without J) the Novikov complex. We have (see Appendix 3)

In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 6.4, we have

Therefore, the rank of the Floer homology corresponding to h equals the rank of the

Novikov homology corresponding to h. Observe that these homology groups are vector

spaces over the corresponding fields. (Note that the Novikov rings over Z/2 are fields.)

Hence follows Theorem 8.1.

Appendix 1: On the Poincare invariant of symplectomorphisms.

In this section, we prove the converse statement of the Poincare theorem, namely, if

two embedded loops on a symplectic manifold M have the same Poincare invariant then

there exists an exact Hamiltonian flow on M which sends one loop to the other.

Originally the Poincare theorem was stated for the symplectic manifold R 2n and then

for the cota.ngent bundle T· M with the canonical I-form a = pdq and the canonical

symplectic form w = da [Al. In the general case of an arbitrary symplectic manifold

M we replace the Poincare integral by the action functional A defined on an appropriate

covering space of the space E!(M) of contractible embedded loops. Namely, this covering

space El(M) can be identified with the quotient space of pairs {b', uJl 8u = ,} by the

equivalence relation defined by the homotopy equivalence of the bounding disk u. We

have

A([" uD =Ju·w (Al.I)

Passing to the base space, the action functional is ooly defined with modulo of the group

w([1r2(M)]). However, it also means that the differential of the action functional is well

defined on the loop space:

dA(,)(X) =Jw(X,i') = -~(X)([/]),
~

(A1.2)
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where<}) is defined in (2.1). From (A1.2) we obtain immediately the following well-known

theorem.

Theorem AI.I. Any Hamiltonian flow fs on M preserves the generalized Poincare

invariant - the action functional on the covering space of the space of embedded contractible

loops El,(M)

Note that if the symplectic form w is exact on M, that is w = da, then

A(h', uD = Ja.
"Y

(A1.3)

Theorem Al.2. Let (M,w) be a symplectic manifold of dimension 2n .$ 4. Suppose

that two embedded contractible loops ['0, UD] and [;I, ud have the same Poincare invariant.

Then there exists a Hamiltonian flow Is such that 10 = I d; fl (-'''{o) = ,I.
Proof 0 f Theo rem Al.!!. We infer Theorem AL2 from the following propositions.

Proposition Al.3. Every level surface A-1(a) C El(M) is path-connected.

Proposition AI.4. Suppose the path his, us], s E [0,1], 01 embedded loops lies on a level

surface A-1(a). Then there. exists a Hamiltonian flow /s such thai Is(-"Yo) = ;s'

Proof of Proposition A 1.9, It is easy to see that the space El(M) is path-connected.

Suppose that [;8' us ] is a path in El(M) which joins two points ['0, UD] and [;I, UI]' Dur

aim now is to find adeformation of the path [1's, us] to a new path of constant Poincare

invariant, and besides, this new path also joins [1'0, UD] and [,I, ud.
We consider the path us(O), s E [0,1], in M of the center of bounding disks uso Using

Darboux's theorem we can find the number e > 0 and the smooth family of embeddings

tPs : D2(e) x I --t N such that the following conditions hold.

1) The restriction of "ps on D2 (e) x T ia a symplectic embedding. Here the disk D 2(e) of

radius e carries the standard symplectic structure.

2) tPs(e, O) X 0 = ;8(0), where (r,O) denotes the polar coordinate on the disk D2 (c).
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By the conditions (1) and (2) we can find the sequence Tl,"" T n E land construct the

ernbedding \}1 : [0,1] X 8 1 --+ N with the following properties

3)\I1(s, 8 1
) is the connected surn of n circles 1jJ(81 (X(s) . e) X Ti. Here X is a fixed srnooth

positive function on the interval (0,1) and vanishes at the end points, and (SI(r)) denotes

the drele of radius r in D'J(e).

4) The Poincare invariant A(lJ1(s, 81)) ~ IA(I,) - A(;0) I.

Now we consider the new path I~ of the connected surn (;t)(s) and lJ1(s, 8 1). By

the condition (4) the Poincare invariant of each drele I~ ia greater than or equals to

A(;o) = A(/d. Applying the construction of connected sum of ;~ with \I1'(s,81
), we

obtain a new path I:' such that the Poincare invariant of each I~' is less than or equal

to A(10) = A(;d. Using deformation by multiplication with a number less than 1 for

'!1'(s, 8 1
) we can deform the path I: to a new path of constant Poincare invariant. This

completes the proof of Proposition Al.3.D

Prool 01 Proposition A 1.4- Let 4>3 be aI-parameter family of embeddings of 8 1 into M

with the same Poincare invariant. Differentiating it with respect to s, we get aI-parameter

family v:, of vector fields along 4>/J' It is sufficient to show that v:, , which is defined on

'3 = 4>.,(81
) can extend to a Hamiltonian vector field of M. Using the isomorphism W(cf.

(2.1)), we get a cross section <Il(v:,) of T- MI')'... We shall extend this section to a closed 1

form on a tubular neighborhood N( I')' Since symplectic manifolds are orientable, N( I,)

is diffeomorphic to SI X D2n-l such that SI X {O} corresponds to r/J' Let {x},· .. ,X2n-l}

be coordinate functions of D2n-l. Then there exist functions a(t), b1(t)," . ,~n-l(t) on

SI such that
2n-l

<Il(y:') = a(t)dt + E bi(t)dxi'
1

Put

"" ( ) () db;atx' -at +-·x·, t - dt t·

It is easy to see that
2n-l

TJ = ä(t, xi)dt + E bi(t)dx;
;:::;:;1

is a desired extension as a closed I-form. Since the embedded loops It have the same

Poincare invariant, from (Al.2) we conclude that 4>(l't) is an exact I-form on ;/J' Note

that SI x {O} is adeformation retract of SI X D2n-l, heuce 1] is also an exact I-form, i.e.

f! = dh for sorne function h.
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For a cut off funetion r.p which equals 1 near SI X {O}, the Hamiltonian veetor field of

r.p' h eoincides with V; on ,t and vanishes near the boundary of the tubular neighborhood.

Therefore it naturally extends to a Hamiltonian veetor field V; which vanishes outside of

the tubular neighborhood. This eompletes the proof of Proposition Al.4. O.

Remark Al.5. Theorem Al.2 ean be generalized to embedded loops of non-trivial homo

topie dass by the same line of argument. We ean also show the ease that M = R 2 with

the standard sympleetie structure.

Appendix 2: Non-degeneracy of the linearized operator for time independent

Hamiltonians.

In this appendix, we sha11 show the surjectivity of the linearized operator at gradient

trajeetories (see also (S-Z]). Let f be a C2-small Morse funetion on a sympleetie manifold

M such that the Conley-Zehnder index at eritical points with trivial bounding disks

coineide with the index of the Hessian of f. We also fix ametrie, for which the gradient

flow of f is of Morse-Smale type aod whieh is compatible with an almost complex structure

calibrated by w.

Let I : R ~ M be a trajectory of the gradient flow joining two eritieal points p and

q. Denote u,. : R X 8 1 ~ M the mapping defined by u(s, t) = ,(s). The linearization

operator n8J ,H of 8J ,H at u-y is given by

(A2.1)

where Hes S (f)~ = \le\l/. Since the HamiItonian / and the eonneeting orbi t u-y are t

independent, we have a symmetry in t-variable. Hence D8J ,H decomposes ioto Fredholrn

operators

p(k) : Vk ~ Wk ,

where W l ,2(u;TM) = EBkEZVk aod L2 ( u;TM) = EBkEZWk are decompositions aB 8 1
_

modules aeeordiog to weights. From (A2.1), p(k)~ = V i;~ +(-k +Hess (/))(

For k = 0, p(O) is surjeetive and moreover we have index p(O) = dirn ker p(O) =

index Hessp (/) - index Hessq(f), which follow from the assumption that the gradient

flow of / is of MOfse-Smale type. (p(O) coincides with the linearization operator for the

gradient flow of a Morse funetion [S,Seh].)

From now on, we assurne that / is C2-small such that 11 Hess (/) 11< 6 < 1 for some

fJ > O. Let ((e, 77))(s) = f~ (~( s, t), 77(s, t))dt.
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For k > 0, the solution ~ of p(k)~ = 0 satisfies

:8 11 ~ 11
2

= 2((Vi;~'{))
= 2(((k - Hess (f))~,~})

> (1 - ö) 1I ~ 11
2

.
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Henee 11 ~ 11 2 grows exponentially as s tends to +00, unless ~ =O. Since eis square

integrable, we get ~ =0, Le. ker p(k) = 0 for k > O. The same conclusion holds for k < O.

Therefore we get index D(jJ,H = dirn ker p(O) - Lk:;tO dirn coker p(k). On the other hand,

index D8J,H = dirn ker p(O), hence p(k) are surjective for all k, i.e. D8J,H ia surjective.

Appendix 3: Note on Novikov homology theory.

(Collaboration with Le Tu Quoe Thang)

In this appendix, we shall give simple proofs of some fundamental facts on the Novikov

homology theory, whieh seem folklore to specialists (see also [Pa],[Po]). Floer [F3] inter- .

preted the Morse complex in terms of gradient trajeetories for generic Morse functions.

Details are carried out by Matthias Schwarz [Seh] (see also [Sa]). For a closed 1-form

7] on M, there is the smallest covering space on which the pull back of 7] ia exact. We

denote this covering space by 1r : M -+ M. Let f be a function on M such that 1r"11 = df.

For a generic Riemannian metric on M, the gra.dient flow of f with respect to the puU

back metric is of Morse-Smale type. An element of the k-th Novikov chain group of 7J is

L arx where the sum ia taken under the condition that the index of Hessian of f at x is

k and {xlai f 0 and f(x) > c} is a finite set for any c. The Novikov ring Ae ia defined

as the completion of the group ring of the covering transformation group of 1r : M -+ M

with respect to the weight homomorphism I e. The argument in Lemma (3.5) implies that

there are at most finite many trajectories joining critical points X, ii and we cau define

the boundary operator, which is linear over the Novikov ring, exactly same as (4.3). The

Novikov complex, hence the Novikov homology, are finite generated modules over the

Novikov ring. Note that the Novikov complexes of 11 and A1J with the same Riemannian

metric are same for A i:- O. The argument in Theorem 4.3 yields Fact 6.1 and Fact 6.2.

We shaU prove Fact 6.3. Dur argument is a finite dimensional analogue of the proof of

Theorem 5.3. Let h be a Morse function on M and Ui be a contractible neighborhood of

a critical point Pi of h. Since M is compact, there exists a number f > 0 such that the

norm of the gradient vector field \lh satisfies 11 \lh 11> € outside of UUi . Since each Ui

is contractible, we can find a closed I-form 11' which is cohomologous to 11 and vanishes
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identically on UUj. Then we ean find .-\ > 0 such that 11 .-\ . '1/~ 11< f/3, where '1/~ is the

vector field assoeiated to 7]' with respeet to the given Riemannian metrie. From now on

'1 denotes .-\ . '1' defined as above. This implies that / and / +1r.h are Liapunov funetions

for both of the gradient flows of f aod / + tr· h. Note that the eritical point sets of / and

/ + 1r·h eoincide. We ean define ehain homomorphisms between the Morse eomplex of /

and / + 1r.h by using the following ordinary differential equation.

~; +V{f +1r·h.}(,(s)) = 0,

where h~ is aI-parameter family of funetions on M such that

h~ = 0 for oS < - R aod h~ = h for s > R,

(A3.1)

for some R > O. The energy of a solution, of (A3.1) is defined by E(,) = f~oo 1~12ds.

The set of solutions of (A3.1) with bounded energy coineides the set of solutions of (A3.1)

satisfying the asymptotic eondition, Le.

lim ,(s) = x aod lim ,(8) = ii
~_-oo ~-oo

for some eritical points X, y of f. Moreover, we ean estimate the energy in terms of X, y
as follows:

E(,) < 3· (/(x) - /(fi)),

and

E(,) < 3 . «/ +1r·h)(x) - (/ +1r·h)(jj)).

The bound of energy implies the weak eompaetness of the set of solutions and no bubbling

phenomena oeeurs. We define cP(x) = I: m2(x, y). y where m2(x, jj) denotes the modulo 2

reduetion of the number of solutions of (A3.1) satisfying the asymptotie eondition. To get

a ehain homomorphism from </J, we have to show that </J preserves the finiteness eondition

with respeet to f +1r-h. However this ean be derived in the same way as Lemma 3.5. We

ean also define a ehain homomorphism in the other direction and they are inverses eaeh

other on homology groups.

We define the rank of a module Lover a eommutative algebra A with a unit by the

dimension of the vector spaee L (9 F(A) over the fraetional field F(A) of A. The rank of

the Novikov homology is defined aB the rank of it over the Novikov ring. Now we shall

show the following:
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Theorem A3.1. Let ~ and e be cIosed 1-/onns on M whose corresponding abelian

covenngs are same. Then ranks 0/ the Novikov homology 0/eand the Novikov homology

0/e are same.

Theorem A3.2. Let ~ and e be closed I-forms such that e vanishes on the kernel of

e. Then the rank of Nov.(e) is less than or equal to the rank 0/ Nov.(e').

Pro%f Theorem AB.l. Let M -+ M be the abelian covering of M corresponding to a 1

form e. Let h be a Morse function on M and C.(h) = C.(1r'·h) the Morse complex of 1r·h.

Let A be the group ring of the covering transformation graup and Al. the Novikov ring

of~. Then Fact 6.3 implies that Nov.(e) ~ H.(C.(h) ®A Al. ). Since Al. is faithfully Hat

over A (this fact is due to Sikorav, see [PaJ, but in fact, we need only the flatness l which

can be derived from the well-known facts of commutative algebra [A.M,Chap.lOJ), we get

Nov.(e) ~ H.(C.(h)) ®A Al.' Then we have rankA( Nov.(e) = rankF(A() H.(C.(h)) 0A

F(A l. ) = rankF(Ae){H.(C.(h)) ®A F(A)} ®F(A) F(A l. ) = rankF(A)H.(C.(h)) ®A F(I\).

Therefore the rank of the Novikov homology depends only on the covering space M,
i.e. the ranks of N ov.(e) and N ov.(C') are same. 0

Proof 0/ Theorem AB.,g. Let M -+ M and M -+ M be the cavering spaces corresponding

to e and e' with the covering transformation groups f 1 and f 2 respectively. We can

choose generators of covering transformation groups such that abelian groups f 1 and f 2

are generated by tt,'" ,tk and t~,··· ,t~ (l < k) respectively. Here t~ is the image of ti

by the quotient homomorphism f 1 -+ f 2 . Let Al and A2 be group rings of f 1 and f 2

respectively. Then there is a natural homomorphism cP : Al -+ A2 which maps ti to 1 for

I + 1 ~ i ~ k. We may assume that I = k - 1. By Theorem A3.1 and Fact 6.3, it is

enough to show that rankA1 H.(C.(h)) ~ rankA2 H.(C~(h) 0Al A2).

Claim. The natural map H.(C.(h)) 0A11\2 --+ H.(C.(h) ®Al 1\2) is injective. Therefore

we get rankF(A2) {H.(C.(h))®Al A2 }®A2 F(A 2) ~ rankF(A,d {H.(C.(h))®Al 1\2} 0A:I F(A2).

This Claim follows from the observation that B.(C.(h)) 0 A2 = B.(C.(h) ® A2), where

B.(*) denotes the submodule of boundary cycles.

In order to complete the proof of Theorem A3.2, it is sufficient to show that
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Put R = F(A;l)[tt). Denote L = H.(C.(!)). Then R is a principal ideal domain and

has the same fractional field as At. Henee for the At-module L, we have rankAl L =
rankR L ®Al R. Sinee R is a prineipal ideal domain, we have L ®Al R ~ RP E9 Torsion,

whieh yields that {L0Al R}0R F(A2) ::> (F(A;l))P, Henee we get rankF (A1) L®A1 F(A;l) ~
rankAl L. We get the desired inequality. 0

We have the Künneth formula in Novikov homology theory.

Theorem A3.3. Let Mt and M;l be closed mani/olds and e and 7] closed l./orms on

Mt and M 2 respect~vely. 11 the kerne! 01 the weight homomorphism lor 7f'i'e+ 7f';7] is the

direct sum 01 the kerne!s 01 the weight homomorphism lor eand 7], we have

Proof. We denote by rt and r 2 the group ring of the eovering transformation groups

corresponding to eand 7]. The Künneth formula for the eorresponding eovering spaees

yields that

where ht and h2 are Morse funetions on Mt and M2 respeetively. Since the kernel of

the weight homomorphisrn for 11";e+ 1ri1J is the direet surn of the kerneis of the weight

homornorphisms for ~ and 7], the Novikov ring for 1r;e + 1r~1J is the completion of the

tensor produet of the Novikov rings for eand 1J. Note that N ov. (Mt X M 2 ; 1ri'e+1r;7]) is

isomorphie to H. (C. (1ri'ht +1rih;l)) 0Z1[rlEIW1} A'I'";e+1fif1' Cornbining these facts, we get the

fact that N 00. (Mt X M2 ; 1rje+11";77) is isomorphie to the eompletion of the tensor product

of

and

with respeet to the weight homomorphism for 1I";e +1ri77, i.e.

Since the Euler number of the homology equals the alternating sum of ranks of the

eomplex, we get
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Theorem A3.4. The Euler number 0/ the Novikov homology, i.e. the alternating sum

0/ the ranks 0/ the Novikov homology groups, equals to the Euler number 0/ the ordinary

homology 0/ M.
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